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The BrokThe Broken Road : George Wen Road : George Wallace and a Daughter’s Journeallace and a Daughter’s Journey to Reconciliationy to Reconciliation
by Peggy Wallace Kennedy
The activist daughter of Alabama governors George and Lurleen Wallace describes her upbringing in the face of her father’s virulent
segregationist policies and her efforts to repair the damage of his administration when he renounced his views later in life. Illustrations.

The Great DemocrThe Great Democracy : How to Fix Our Pacy : How to Fix Our Politics, Unrig the Economolitics, Unrig the Economyy, and Unite America, and Unite America
by Ganesh Sitaraman
An award-winning legal scholar and policy expert documents the end of the neoliberal era in America while profiling two possible political
paths of the near future involving either a nationalist oligarchy or a transformative democracy.

If YIf You Tou Tell : A Tell : A True Story of Murderrue Story of Murder, Family Secrets, and the Unbreakable Bond of Sisterhood, Family Secrets, and the Unbreakable Bond of Sisterhood
by Gregg Olsen
In the gripping true crime story, three courageous and strong sisters band together to escape their sadistic mother’s unimaginable abuse,
degradation, torture and psychic terrors, which resulted in multiple murders.

That Wild Country : An Epic JourneThat Wild Country : An Epic Journey Through the Py Through the Past, Present, and Fast, Present, and Future of Americauture of America's Public Lands's Public Lands
by Mark Kenyon
A popular podcaster, outdoorsman and nationally published writer describes the history of America’s public land system and the arguing
over the years about whether to develop the valuable resources they house or conserve them.

TinTiny Habits : The Small Changes that Change Evy Habits : The Small Changes that Change Everythingerything by B. J Fogg
An expert of habit formation and behavior science describes how to harness the power of transformation, whether it be to lose weight,
exercise more or de-stress, through making tiny changes that we can feel good about. (self-help). Illustrations.

When Reagan Sent in the Marines : The InWhen Reagan Sent in the Marines : The Invasion of Lvasion of Lebanonebanon by Patrick J Sloyan
The late Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist presents an account of the 1983 truck bombing in Beirut that ended 241 American lives,
drawing on interviews with key players to offer insights into the Israeli invasion of Lebanon and Reagan’s doomed ceasefire. Illustrations.

LLababyrinth of Ice : The Tyrinth of Ice : The Triumphant and Triumphant and Trragic Greely Pagic Greely Polar Expeditionolar Expedition by Buddy Levy
Tells the gripping true story of Lt. A.W. Greely who, in July 1881, along with his crew of 24 scientists and explorers, embarked on a quest
for fame and fortune that resulted in one of the most harrowing adventures in the annals of polar exploration.

DisneDisney's Land : Wy's Land : Walt Disnealt Disney and the Iny and the Invvention of the Amusement Pention of the Amusement Park That Changed the Wark That Changed the Worldorld
by Richard Snow
A history of the conception and development of the iconic California theme park chronicles how Walt and Roy Disney and a small group
of artists endured innumerable setbacks to create one of the world’s most popular destinations.
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